
 
 

Portland Chiropractic Presents 

One Day Fun Day! 
With logistical help from Bike Central and Brian’s House of Pain 

Saturday, June 15, 2013 
Alpenrose Velodrome 

6149 SW Shattuck Road 
Portland, Oregon 97221 

 
Registration opens at 9:00am 
Racing underway at 10:00am 

 
Mass Start Omnium and Fun Madison Omnium 

Free Bananas! 
Cat 4/5: Alpenrose Mile, Mystery Distance, Progressive  

Cat 3: Alpenrose Mile, Mystery Distance, Progressive 
Cat 1/2: Mystery Distance, Dealers Choice, Progressive 

Madison A/B: Pursuit, Flying 200, Madison 
Juniors: Mystery, Kilo, Chariot 

Masters: Mystery, Progressive, Dealers Choice 
Women: Mystery, Progressive, Mile 

 
Seeding for the Rail via Trivial Pursuit Answers or Playing Card 

In honor of Father’s Day being Sunday, any Father & Offspring  
racing entrants receive half off registration. 

Volunteers race for free! 
$10 first race, $5 each additional race. 

Prizes and Ribbons, Cash Primes possible with audience participation 
Free Massage Samples! 

 
OBRA Membership required. OBRA Memberships may be purchased at the race ($5 
one day, $25 annual) or more easily by following this link: 
http://obra.org/membership/new ($5 one day, $20 annual online)  Please provide 
proof of OBRA membership at registration. 
Rental bikes will be available for $5 
 
Event may be delayed or canceled in the event of rain. 
Questions? Contact Noel Snodgrass (503) 213-3745 or noel@portlandchi.com 
 
Promoter discretion to combine categories if min of 4 riders not met. Length & type of 
race may change without notice to accommodate schedule, rider capabilities, and 
weather. This is an OBRA sanctioned event. All relevant OBRA rules apply. OBRA and 
the organizers of this race do not provide insurance coverage for injuries that occur at 
the race. The costs related to those injuries are the responsibility of the individual 
participant.  As Alpenrose is a family friendly venue, in-race rider encouragement is 
expected.  Any rider engaging in behavior that is contradictory to an official or 



demeaning to fellow racers will be ejected from the premises without refund at 
promoter’s discretion. 


